Queensland Organisers
GetUp is looking for election organisers to join our Federal Election efforts in Queensland.
There are several positions vacant. They are fixed-term and full time, from early 2019 until the Federal Election. They will
be based in and around Brisbane.
SCHADS Classification Level 3 - 5 (based on experience), $60,635.64 - $76,709.88 per annum + superannuation, less applicable
taxation.
At GetUp, we know our capacity to drive progressive change is increased when our team has a diversity of backgrounds and
experience. We are always actively looking for applicants from a diverse range of genders, cultures, language groups, abilities,
and experiences to apply.
Who is GetUp
The GetUp movement is powered by the values and hopes of one million members, movement partners and a central team of
expert strategists. Together, we do whatever it takes to make extraordinary impact.
We focus our campaigns on the areas our members care about most in the fields of Environmental Justice, Human Rights,
Economic Fairness and Democratic Integrity. From making sure hundreds of thousands of people are able to vote in elections, to
successfully stopping major projects threatening the Great Barrier Reef, or securing billions of dollars in new funding for mental
health – we have a decade-long history of taking on powerful interests, and winning.
Our Queensland Organisers will:
•
Work with local action groups of highly engaged, skilled and motivated GetUp volunteers;
•
Identify and develop local leadership amongst GetUp volunteers;
•
Grow the GetUp membership base in key state and federal electorates;
•
Ensure local phone banking and door knocking are well-targeted to make sure the right voters are getting the right contact at
the right time;
•
Boost GetUp’s organisational understanding of local issues and state political dynamics;
•
Develop strategic relationships with local journalists and community groups;
•
Identify and grow relationships with key local decision-makers; and
•
Develop methods and processes to help GetUp's Action Network grow to maximum scale.
You will be someone who is:
•
Passionate about creating progressive change in Australia;
•
Has excellent interpersonal skills and care deeply about supporting others to step up into leadership;
•
Ambitious and excited about scale - knowing that we need to do more, faster and bigger than ever before;
•
Can work quickly both independently and in a team;
•
Can be across multiple tasks at once and never drop the ball;
•
Are nimble with a can-do attitude and come up with creative solutions to tricky situations.
Bonus points for:
•
Demonstrated knowledge of organising theory and an appetite to think outside the box;
•
Experience with electoral organising;
•
Experience working with organising technology to engage people at scale – eg. calling and door-knocking technology, P2P
texting software, NationBuilder;
•
Prior experience writing GetUp-style email communications, or experience managing Facebook groups and using Slack.
If even a couple of these criteria speak to you, you could be the perfect person for the job. Formal education, qualifications and
extensive experience matter less to us than excellence, initiative and drive.
We will be taking applications on a rolling basis. Please apply ASAP to avoid missing out.

To apply click here to visit

Work at GetUp

